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FAIR NAME:

CLASS: _    (Example: Small Fair = Class 1) DIVISION: ______

a) What was the goal? Define the challenge/ problem/target audience and explain what you

were trying to accomplish.

b) How did you achieve the goal?  What steps were taken to solve the problem or

accomplish the goal? Who was involved in the project? Include any working relationships

with other agencies/groups.

c) What were the results? Include tangible and quantifiable benefits such as financial,

public or media awareness and attendance. Use percentages when applicable.



Social Media solicitations.





Generous donations.



Delivering the hats
to the hospital.

Thanks to the community.



Delivering the hats
to the hospital.



PDF Entry Information

Notes:

Exhibitor Name:   James Lockwood 

WEN:   D4122C 

Division:   Section 2 - Innovation & Managemen 

Class:   19 New Community Outreach Program 

Title:   Hats for the Holidays 

Description:   Community Service: Hat Collection 


	FAIR NAME: Ventura County Fair
	CLASS: 3
	DIVISION: 19
	GOAL: The goal of “Hats for the Holidays” was to collect hats, scarves and blankets for patients at Ventura County Medical Center’s oncology infusion clinic. Patients who undergo chemotherapy often experience hair loss and other side effects including feeling cold.  We set out to collect new and hand made hats for men, women and children so they would have them on time to wear for the holidays. We asked for new hats because chemo patients can be immune deficient and must be protected from infections. We set up a large collection box at the Fairgrounds administration building and conducted the program entirely through our social media pages.
	ACHIEVE: First we contacted the Ventura County Medical Center, our local hospital, to make sure the donations would be welcome and that we weren’t duplicating an existing program. We chose the County hospital because they serve patients who come from a number of different socioeconomic backgrounds and we know that is where the help is needed most. The hospital was happy to have our commitment. We set a program on social media, which included a flyer with snowmen wearing hats as the image. We made clear in the flyer that we were only interested in new hats and we listed a number of acceptable styles. We tried to stay away from baseball caps as the inside of a baseball cap can be rough. We hammered out the message for weeks before our deadline. The deadline was set for 2 weeks before Christmas so the hats could be distributed to patients on time to wear them on the Christmas holidays.
	RESULTS: The results were satisfying and incredibly moving. The people were generous to a fault. We collected more than 1,000 hats, 50 hand made and new scarves and 50  hand made blankets. We also received a donation form our Floriculture superintendent who knitted 100 pairs of beautiful warm slippers to add to the gifts. 


